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Overview
This session involves a series of participatory exercises to optimize public speaking skills. Five
key vowels (found in the line "Who calls play with me") are used as a foundation. Adding
resonance, increasing volume and relaxing all at the same time can be practiced, and will not
place strain on the larynx.
To illustrate the English pattern of alternating longer and shorter vowels, simple lines of poetry
are used. For example, "I think that I shall never see a thing as lovely as a tree" has an absolute
pattern in English of "unstressed-stressed" (or "shorter-longer") vowel sounds. Even if a native
English-speaker, attention to the rate and quality of vowels pays dividends. Other languages
give equal emphasis to all vowel sounds, which presents challenges to those learning English as
a second or third language. Singing helps identify the natural longer vowel sounds.
Tongue twisters or nonsense words in English can help build resonance, such as "Many might
men making mounds of marvelous money" or "Niminy-moominy-piminy-piminy-moominyniminy".
Continued emphasis on connecting to one's optimum pitch and building volume with resonance
is practiced with a variety of creative exercises.
Objectives
After this presentation, participants will:
1. Focus on using vowels to slow rapid speech patterns (a personal habit or triggered by
anxiety).
2. Identify long and short vowel-sound patterns in English, and emphasize for clarity.
3. Demonstrate practical exercises to enhance vocal range and power.
Important Teaching Points
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pronunciation of vowels changes the flow and meaning of speech.
Speaking at a comfortable rate augments effective communication, especially in larger
spaces.
Stretch the vocal range to bring life and sparkle to speech.
How you say something is more important that what you actually say.
Use longer vowels to help slow down or emphasize key words in every phrase.
There is only one chance to be understood when speaking in public; practice, practice,
practice.
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